
 

 

 

 

Zaeto D-ZEL AID 

Information Sheet 

 
 

Zaeto D-ZEL AID offer specialist solutions for domestic, military, construction, 

agriculture, marine and transportation / haulage applications. 

 

It’s known that while companies do their best, fuel quality can vary depending 

on location, storage, transport and age, so what can you do to protect you and 

your company’s equipment further? Zaeto D-ZEL AID assists in protecting while 

improving performance.  

 

 

Why D-ZEL AID? 

 

Our D-ZEL AID is specifically designed for assisting old and new machines 

(through to Euro6 standards). While the product is the same concentration 

across its applications, the effect for your requirement will be highlighted in its 

specific use. From giving life back to ‘old diesel’, assisting with low Sulphur 

diesel concerns, adding fuel economy if you manage a fleet, are ‘in country’ 

with quality issues, wanting to protect/ extend part life or in search for an 

application to better your company’s environmental stand point, we have you 

covered. 

 

 

Engine, Environment and Economy  

 

Industry led applications, tests have assisted to the creation of the only diesel 

additive formulated with Zaeto advance technology to protect the combustion 

part of your engines and further protect the environment from harmful 

emissions like NOx while improving fuel economy too.  

 

  



 

 

 

 

Premium Protection from Poor / Low Sulphur Diesel / Ultra Low Sulphur 

Diesel 

 

You will experience the following benefits from the unique formulation of 

Zaeto D-ZEL AID: 

  

✓ Boost Cetane 

✓ Protect injectors 

✓ Restore Economy/Power 

✓ Lubricate Injectors/Engine 

✓ Correct Low/Poor Sulphur diesel issues 

✓ Reduce Soot production/build up 

✓ Reduce DPF Regen Issues/Occurrence 

✓ Reduce DEF use 

✓ Reduce harmful emissions, including NOx   

✓ Additional protection for moving parts if there is seal failure 

✓ Improves fuel economy 

 

 

 

Extremely Concentrated 

 

Zaeto D-ZEL AID has a dose rate 

of 0.5ml to 1L. Potent to reduce 

your concerns on increasing 

storage or transport complications.  

 Protection and Performance 

 

Like all the Zaeto product range, we 

protect your parts while improving 

performance. Concerns around low 

Sulphur diesel or DPF, SCR, EGR 

filters are treated and fuel economy 

extended. 

 

 

Dosage  

 

There are various formats depending on the application, while the general 

concentration can be easily measure as 0.5ml to 1L.  

 

 

 


